
How to Prepare Images for the Arts and Crafts Fair 2022-2023 
 

1. Choose the images you want to sell at the Camera Guild table, any not sold will be taken back to the 

club. 

 

2. Images should be 5x7. 8x10, or 11x17 only!  Once you have printed your image you may place a 

piece of matte board to the back (same size as print) and put in the appropriate clear cello sleeve.  Or 

you may matte frame your photo again keeping to the sizes above and place in a clear cello sleeve.  You 

can get clear sleeves, matte board backing and matte framing at Amazon for the best price.  You can 

make the board to back your photo and frame it at the club for a small fee.  However, we don’t have the 

small sizes of clear cello pouches only 16x20. 

 

3. Once this is done you will need a label to place on the back with: 

• the title of the image, 

• your name, 

• and the price you want for the item 

 

Sometimes it helps to sell the image if you can give some information about where it was taken, history 

behind the scenes, etc. 

 

4. Bring your image or card to the club room and enter it in the Inventory Log notebook and attach a 

corresponding number from the roll of numbers to your item.  This Inventory Log book and roll of 

numbers is located in a bin/basket on a shelf under the counter with the other instructional binders.  All 

current cards and matted prints in the club room are already entered in the inventory.  It will be the 

same number that appears next to your item in the Inventory Log book.  If you need help, ask the 

monitor to show you.  This step is very important as it insures you get the money due you if it sells. 

 

5. Place your image in the appropriate bin according to size and you are done. 


